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Welcome to the 2004 Dodge And Burn Awards

Categories

-Artistic
1- Best DC Babe
2- Best Marvel Babe
3- Best Other Comics Babe
4- Best Original Character Babe
5- Best First Picture
6- Best Dude Picture
7- Best Non-pinup picture
8- Best Special Effects in a picture
9- Best Comedic Picture (What are you, a comedian?)

for the above, categories 1-7 use the following criteria:
*-composition
*-Attention to detail
*-Overall cleanness
*-difficulty level
for category 8 use the following criteria
*-Looks really cool
*-Integration into the picture
for category 9 use the following criteria:
*-made you laugh the hardest
*-was suppose to make you laugh

-Forums:
1- Best Artist Supporting (best encouragement)
2- Best Assistance To A Fellow Artist (sharing techniques, tool, resources
and/or constructive criticism)
3- Best Comment Or Forum Entry (Wish I'd said that)
4- Most Outstanding Personality ("What would we do without you?")
5- Funniest signature line in the forums

Nominations
Only members of the site can nominate. All nominations must follow the eligibility guidelines posted
below. You can nominate yourself or anyone else for an award. You can make multiple selections in
a categories. All nominations should be sent via private message to this account (If you are logged
in, click on a small icon at the bottom of this post that says PM).
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The nomination period will start today and end on August 23/2004. The list of nominations will be
posted shortly after the nomination period is
complete.

Eligibility
Pictures-To be eligible for a Dodge And Burn Award pictures must be on this site and must be posted
by the artist himself. Images posted by people other then the artist are not eligible. Eligible Images
must be posted on or before July 31/2004. Pictures from both the adult and regular gallery are
eligible for the awards. All Images are all treated equally in the categories regardless of how they
were created.
Forums- Must be posted on or before July 31/2004

Voting
Voting will be Members only (to vote you will need a valid user Account), details on how to vote will
be posted with the nomination list.

Award Officials
If you have any questions about the awards, you can contact either Winterhawk or reply to this
message (or post to The_Dodge_and_Burn_Awards, the "user" created for the awards) for details.

Lets the Nominations
Begin
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